Abstract

Research in social network analysis has increased in recent years. Because of the popularity of the social networking sites, many researchers concentrate on this area for research. In this, community mining plays an important role. Hidden communities affect the social networks in different ways. But not all hidden communities are dangerous or illegal. Most of the hidden communities are having potential knowledge. Communities are represented as a graph format. People are represented as nodes, and the relationship between the nodes are represented as edges. Several mining techniques do not considered the disconnected edges in the graph. Those hidden or disconnected edges may useful to the others in the network. Our approach on social network is fully based on the community mining on heterogeneous network. Here we analysis the various community mining techniques which is already available. Such as MinCut algorithm, Regression based algorithm, Max-Min modularity measure, LM algorithm and SECI model. Our results show that, there are some limitations in the hidden community mining technique in large scale networks. So we planned to do research in this area for better improvement.
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